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Abstract
One of the causes behind the low recovery rate among oncological patients is late diagnosis and delayed treatment. To a large extent
it stems from the limited access to standard diagnostic methods, and from the extended waiting time for medical treatment. Delayed
diagnosis or commencement of therapy might be patient-related, doctor-related, or might have more to do with the organization of
the healthcare system. It would appear that the greatest problem in Poland is the system-related delay. Studies have demonstrated that
delayed treatment might have a significant impact on patient survival. Poor health education of the society, lack of comprehensive
treatment, and queues for medical care that patients come across virtually at all treatment stages result in neoplastic diseases being
diagnosed in their advanced stage only, with delayed treatment lowering the patients’ chances of complete recovery.
Key words: treatment delay, sequential treatment, queuing for medical care, oncological patients, patient-related delay, healthcare
practitioner-related delay, delay through organizational issues
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Introduction

symptoms may be similar to those presented by other, less se-

Malignant tumours are one of the most serious threats to the

rious conditions.

lies Poles these days. In 2010, according to the National Cancer

Ignoring symptoms is what prevails among the reasons behind

Registry in Poland [1], 140.5 thousand new cases of malignant

patient-related delays [2, 5]. Numerous studies have demonstra-

neoplasm were registered in the country. In the very same year,

ted that patient fear of being diagnosed with cancer is also of sig-

93 thousand cancer-related deaths were reported, with the mor-

nificance here [2]. A yet another, important cause of delay is the

bidity/mortality index amounting to 1.5 in 2010. Thus, it can be

application of non-conventional treatment methods [5].

assumed that those diagnosed with a malignant disease in a given

It is difficult to estimate how long exactly the patient-related de-

year stand a very high chance of dying of cancer in that same

lay is. The data on the subject is not unambiguous. A study of

year. It is also worth emphasising that cancer-related mortality in

2005, concerning oncological patients, indicated that the mean

Poland is higher than the European Union average by nearly 20%

patient-related delay was 8.6 months [5]. Another study, pub-

in male patients, and nearly 10% in women.

lished in 2013, demonstrated that Polish patients saw a doctor

One of the causes behind the low recovery rate among oncolo-

3.6 weeks after they had observed the first symptoms of can-

gical patients is late diagnosis and delayed treatment. To a large

cer. The discrepancies most probably stem from different study

extent it stems from the limited access to standard diagnostic

methodologies, and divergent definitions of “patient-related de-

methods, and from the extended waiting time for medical care.

lay.” The latter of the above was based on the assumption that pa-

Unfortunately, Polish patients with diagnosed cancer still wait too

tient-related delay was none, provided that the disease was detec-

long for treatment.

ted during mammography examination or while seeing a doctor

Health education and organization of screening tests aimed at an

[6]. We can be certain, though, that the delay is there, and that for

early cancer detection is extremely important, when fighting for

various reasons patients do not see their doctors right away.

patient health. Unfortunately, the frequently long waiting time for

Alarmingly, the study conducted among Polish patients has

examinations that are to confirm initial diagnosis or determine

shown that over half of them (57.7%) were suffering from advan-

the stage of the disease, following a screening test, and eventually

ced cancer at the time of their medical appointment [5].

the long waiting time before the treatment is initiated result in
misspending the funds earmarked for education and early detection, as patients receive the necessary treatment too late.

Healthcare practitioner delay

Studies demonstrate that delayed diagnosis might have a signi-

It is usually related to misdiagnosis, and an insufficient or inac-

ficant impact not only on patient survival, but also their quality

curate patient examination [7]. Studies demonstrate that patients

of life, related to stress, and the need of undergoing a more toxic

who have had no contact with general practitioners (those parti-

therapy [2].

cipating in screening tests or making a direct appointment with

There are many causes behind delaying diagnosis and treatment

a specialist doctor) are diagnosed more quickly than those who

initiation, with some of them related to patients themselves, and

see their GPs first [8]. It is of significance, as in Poland the rate of

others related to healthcare practitioners, and to the organization

participation in cancer screening tests is still low. Moreover, the

of the entire healthcare system.

above mentioned study conducted among Polish patients has
demonstrated that those alarmed with the disease symptoms

Patient-related delay

tend to report them to their GPs, with only 6.5% of the patients
making a direct appointment with an oncologist [5].

It is the period which lapses from when the patient notices the
first disease symptoms until the time of setting a doctor’s appointment. It is intentional that the limit has been defined as

System-related delay

the time of setting the appointment, as there are queues for

System-related delay in Poland mainly results from the sequen-

medical benefits in the Polish public healthcare system. Ina-

tial nature of treatment, waiting time for medical care, and wai-

smuch as one does not need to wait long for an appointment

ting time for the results of diagnostic tests. A sample path of an

with a GP, the waiting time for a specialist consultation might

oncological patient has been presented in Figure 1.

prove a significant limitation for the patient [3]. The majority

In the case presented above, 5 months had passed before the

of neoplastic diseases do give worrying symptoms (e.g. 80% of

diagnosis was made, and over half a year before the treatment

the breast cancer and prostate cancer cases) [4]. However, the

was initiated. If we assume that the patient detects the lump,
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FigURE 1.
Breast cancer patient’s path to beginning of treatment

Woman, 27 years old, breast selfexamination, lump detection

0.6 month

Gynaecological appointment, family history
of breast cancer, breast
ultrasound referral

0.9 month

Breast ultrasound

0.6 month
Fine needle aspiration biopsy,
waiting time for results – within
1 week

0.4 month

Appointment with an
oncological surgeon,
referral for fine needle
aspiration biopsy

0.5 month

Gynaecological appointment,
presence of two lesions confirmed
based on the ultrasound, referral
to an oncological surgeon

0.5 month

Appointment with the oncological surgeon, DIAGNOSIS, referral
for breast conserving surgery

0.5 month

Appointment with the oncological surgeon, inconclusive result
of the fine needle biopsy, referral
for core needle biopsy

0.7 month

Core needle biopsy,
waiting time for results
– 2 weeks

1 month
BEGINNING OF TREATMENT,
breast conserving surgery

when the tumour is already advanced, there is a considerable

tional consultant in the field of oncological radiotherapy during

risk of worsened prognosis. Moreover, the patient will need to

an oncological conference (25 November, 2013, “2013 Oncology

wait for every consecutive follow-up appointment. If so it hap-

– Success and Failure, and Plans for the Future”) demonstrate

pens that there is cancer relapse, the patient will need to wait

that the average waiting time for radiotherapy in Poland of 2012

ca. 3 weeks for total mastectomy. If, on the other hand, the pa-

was 4–5 weeks. According to the recent data collected by the

tient will wish to have her breast reconstructed, the waiting

Watch Health Care Foundation in 2014, patients wait for 0.4

time will amount to one year at the least. It is worth noting here

month for brachytherapy, 0.7 month for adjuvant radiotherapy

that the diagram above does not include patient-related delay, and

in breast cancer, and an average of 0.9 month for palliative ra-

presents the mean waiting times for the selected medical benefits.

diotherapy, but in some clinics patients wait for up to 3.6 months

In some healthcare centres, patients are made to wait for medical

for it [3].

care much longer than in the above example [3].
In the case of prostate cancer, the situation may be even worse.

in order to receive a referral to a urologist within the public he-

British standards concerning
the maximum waiting times for
oncological patients [11]

althcare system. Presently, the average waiting time for a urolo-

Maximum waiting times for medical care for oncological pa-

gic appointment is 3.8 months. Prostate biopsy waiting time is

tients:

around 1 month, and one has to wait for 0.9 month for radical

•

Once the patient notices some alarming symptoms (e.g. dysuria,
pollakiuria), they need to make an appointment with a GP first

ment with a GP (urgent case – suspicion of cancer) and spe-

One of the methods of treating cancer is oncological radiothera-

cialist consultation

py. Studies point to the fact that ca. 45–55% of patients should

A 84

a maximum of 2 weeks of waiting in between an appoint-

prostatectomy [3].
•

a maximum of 31 days (one month) of waiting from the time

undergo radiotherapy [9], and 20–25% of them are in need of

of diagnosis until the beginning of treatment (concerns all

repeated courses of the treatment [10]. Data presented by the na-

types of malignant neoplasms)
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•

a maximum of 62 days (2 months) of waiting from the time

nosis made too late might deprive the patient of the chance of an

of a GP appointment until the beginning of treatment (con-

early treatment, and at times lead to a situation, where palliative

cerns all types of malignant neoplasms).

care remains the only possibility.
The situation in Poland deviates from European standards,

90% of cases should stay within the above mentioned ranges.

condemning patients to considerable delays as regards onco-

The ranges are adhered to in Great Britain at the national level

logical medical care, which is not without influence on disease

[12], and the standards are not particularly demanding as com-

prognosis and patient quality of life. It would appear that sy-

pared with the other EU member states. Unfortunately, in Po-

stem-related delay is the greatest problem in Poland. Patients

land, a large group of patients remains outside of the indicated

are still made to wait for the basic specialist procedures, and

ranges.

initiation of treatment. Even though the waiting times in oncology are shorter than in other medical disciplines [3], taking

Consequences of delayed access
to diagnostics and treatment

into consideration the nature of neoplastic diseases, it has to
be stated that delayed access to some of the basic medical benefits (affecting accurate diagnosis), and the resulting delay-

For breast cancer patients, if the period which lapses from the

ed treatment may constitute a negative prognostic factor, and

detection of the first disease symptoms until the beginning

in extreme cases even shatter the patient’s chance of survival

of treatment is longer than 3 months, it significantly impacts

whatsoever.

disease progression, and reduces the probability of 5-year sur-

There are still too few medical centres offering comprehensive

vival [13]. Studies carried out among breast cancer patients

oncological treatment in Poland. Moreover, due to the restric-

have demonstrated that a long diagnosis-to-start-of-treatment

tions imposed on oncological care, patients are made to wait

waiting time is also of considerable impact on patient survival

for their medical benefits even in the chief cancer care facili-

[14, 15]. Advanced breast cancer patients who wait for treatment

ties. Additionally, the distance of several hundred kilometres

longer than 60 days face a significantly higher risk of death than

away from one’s dwelling place sometimes proves an insupe-

those women who begin their therapy shortly after the diagnosis.

rable barrier.

As compared with the women who did not have to wait so long,

Poor health education of the society, lack of comprehensive tre-

treatment delays among patients suffering from advanced breast

atment, and queues for medical care that patients come across

cancer were associated with a higher risk of cancer-related death

virtually at all treatment stages result in neoplastic diseases be-

(by 85%), and a higher overall risk of death (by 66%) [15].

ing diagnosed in their advanced stage only, with delayed treat-

Additionally, the longer the waiting time for radiotherapy, the

ment lowering the patients’ chances of complete recovery.

higher the risk of cancer progression. Cancer progression may

The above presented conclusions should prompt the decision-

in turn translate into lower patient survival in some clinical situ-

makers to undertake an efficient reorganization of the healthca-

ations [16]. Hence, the waiting time for radiotherapy should be

re system, and manage the basket of guaranteed benefits more

kept as short as possible.

efficiently. In the light of the current medical knowledge, queues for oncological care that exceed the time of 60 days increase

Summary

patient mortality rates. Unfortunately, poor knowledge on the
issue of disease prevention, and limited access to diagnostic and

Early detection of cancer, and prompt initiation of treatment

treatment methods all mean that cancer patients in Poland are

have a considerable impact on the later survival indices. A diag-

far behind many other European states.
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